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0.1

Autonomous Systems

Autonomous systems can be exploited quite easily – a malicious actor in the AS announces that it
has a shorter path to a site that it poses as. This happened in 2008, where an AS posed as a DNS
server and gave the wrong resolved IPs, IPs that were actually malicious versions of the desired
web page.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1

What is the Internet?

• hosts - end systems, runs network applications and communication links
– communication links can be over fiber, copper, radio waves, satellite
– transfer rate is equivalent to bandwidth
• packet switches - these devices forward packets
• the Internet is really a network of networks
– protocols - these control sending and receiving messages, like TCP, IP, HTTP, Skype,
802.11, and more
• some Internet standards - Request for Comments (RFC), Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF)
1.1.1

Service View

• includes infrastructure that provides services to application
• provides programming interface to apps
– hooks that allow sending and receiving application programs to connect to the Internet
– provides service options, analogous to postal services
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1.1.2

Protocols

• human protocols? would include talking, etc.
• network – all internet actions are governed by protocols. Protocols include the format of
messages, order of messages send and received among network entities, and actions taken on
message transfer and receive. Lots of protocols include handshakes (verification that both
machines are ready to transact messages).

1.2

Network Structure

• Network Edge:
– hosts: clients and servers
– servers often in data centers
• access networks, physical media:
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– wired, wireless communication links
• network core:
– interconnected routers
– network of networks

1.3

Access Networks

• Need way to connected edge router to end system
– residential access nets
– institutional access networks
– mobile access networks
• must also consider bandwidth, shared or dedicated
1.3.1

DSL

• Digital Subscriber Line
– Uses existing telephone line
– Both internet and phone data modulated onto telephone line
– Connects to ’DSLAM’ which de-muxes and routes internet to ISP and phone calls to
telecom
– < 24 Mbps down/ < 2.5Mbps up
1.3.2

Cable Network

• Frequency division multiplexing of TV channels and internet data channels
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• Typically uses HFC: hybrid fiber coax
• < 30Mbps down/ < 2Mbps up
• Cable acts like bus, homes share access network connects to ISP (though headend)
1.3.3
•
•
•
•
•

Fiber to Home
Fiber optic links from central office to home
Goes into OLT at central office (optical line terminator)
Goes into ONT at home (optical network terminator)
Light split using passive or active splitters
Each home assigned different frequency bandwidth

1.3.4

Access Network: Home Network

1.3.5

Enterprise access networks

• typically used for companies, universities, etc
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• Up to 10Gbps transmission rates
• End systems typically connect to Ethernet switch
1.3.6

Wireless access networks

• shared wireless acess networks connects end system to router (typically through ’access point’
• information radiates as opposed to direct link
• Wireless LANs (WiFi)
– within buildings (100 ft.)
– 802.11 family of standards
– up to 450Mbps transmission rate
• wide-area wireless access (cell network)
–
–
–
–

1.4

provided by cellular operator
10’s km
up to 10Mbps (even higher now)
3G, 4G LTE, 5G...

Physical Media

•
•
•
•
•
•

bits are transmitted between transfer and receiver pairs
physical link - the physical medium between transmitters and receivers
guided media - the signals propagate in a solid media, like copper or glass
unguided media - signals propagate without the use of a solid media, like RF
twisted pair (TP) - two insulated copper wires are twisted together to reduce noise
coaxial cable - two copper conductors, insulation surrounds the conductors, used to transfer
analog signals
• fiber optic - fiber optic cable, high speed, immune to noise

1.5

Network Core

• the network core is composed of interconnected routers
• packet switching - hosts break an application layer message into packets, forwarding these
packets from one router to the next, and every packet is transferred at full link capacity
L
, where L is the number of bits to be
• time to transfer a bit packet? time to transfer = R
transferred, and R is the rate of the line in bits per second
• store and forward - an entire packet must arrive before it can be transferred to the next router
• end-to-end delay = 2L
R , where L is the number of bits to be transferred, and R is the rate of
the line in bits per second
• sequencing and loss - if the arrival rate (in bits) to the link exceeds the transmission rate
of a link for a given period of time:
– packets will queue and wait to be transmitted
– packets can be dropped (lost) the memory (buffer) of the link fills up and overflows
• two key functions of the network core:
– routing - determines route of packets taken via routing algorithms
– forwarding - move packets from router input to the appropriate output
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1.6

Internet Structure

• end systems connect to an access ISP (Internet Service Provider)
• access ISPs are interconnected as well – network of networks
• how are millions of access ISPs connected?
– fully connected, as in every access ISP is connected to every other access ISP → O(N 2 )
connections, not favorable
– what about with another ISP? → regional and global ISPs, with additional Internet
Exchange Points (IXPs)

• regional ISPs normally serve as middlemen between access ISPs and global ISPs
• global ISPs have an agreement that they will not charge traffic from other global ISPs
• data centers want multiple data centers across continents to make their own networks to form
Content Provider Networks
1.6.1

Caravan Analogy

• cars ”propagate” at 100km/hr
• toll booth takes 12sec to service car (bit transmission time)
• car ∼ bit; caravan ∼ packet;
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• How long until caravan is lined up before 2nd toll booth
– time for caravan to get through highway: 12 ∗ 10 = 120sec
– time for last car to propagate to 2nd toll booth 100km/(100km/hr) = 1hr
– 62 minutes
• now suppose cars ”propagate” at 1000 km/hr
• toll booth now takes one mine to service a car
• Will cars arrive to the 2nd booth before all cars pass through the first booth?
– Yes after 7 min car 1 arrives at toll booth 2, car 7 still at tool booth 1
1.6.2

Queuing Delay

Let R = link bandwidth, L = packet length, and a = average packet arrival rate. Then
queuing delay =

La
R

A queuing delay of around 0 correlates to a small delay. A delay ≈ 1 means the average delay is
large. A delay > 1 means the average delay is now infinite.
L
number of bits
=
R
bit rate
There are four sources of delay: processing delay (computing CRC, etc.), queue delay, transmission
L
delay ( R
), and propagation delay (due to physics and physical properties of transmission media)
transmission delay =

dtotal = dprocessing + dqueue + dtransmission + dpropagation
Real internet delays can be experimentally found by using tools like traceroute, which would
report the time it took for each packet to travel from one router to the router that is the next
closest to the packet’s destination. Some routers refuse to report information about a particular
hop for the router’s own security.
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